
SUSTAINABLE SKYLINES INITIATIVESUSTAINABLE SKYLINES INITIATIVE



SSI PROGRAM GOALS

Integrate transportation, energy, land use 
and air quality planning
Implement projects that yield measurable 
benefits within 3 years
Create an innovative program that can be 
replicable to other areas
Provide flexibility to meet the needs and 
priorities of individual areas



SSI PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

Establish place-based and locally-driven 
projects
Collaboration between multiple 
stakeholders
Identify and leverage resources among 
public and private partners
Utilize consensus-based project selection 
approach



SSI Delaware ValleySSI Delaware Valley

Set up a SSI structure that is nimble enough to Set up a SSI structure that is nimble enough to 
take advantage of windows of opportunity.take advantage of windows of opportunity.

Establish focused/doEstablish focused/do--able projects but does not able projects but does not 
lose sight of longerlose sight of longer--term opportunities.term opportunities.

Carefully pick opportunities to convene SSI Carefully pick opportunities to convene SSI 
partners for best practice sharing and technical partners for best practice sharing and technical 
support.support.



INITIAL PROJECT FOCUS AREASINITIAL PROJECT FOCUS AREAS

Energy Efficiency and Conservation

Lawn Equipment Replacement

Integrated Support for Tree Planting

Anti – Idling Education and Outreach

Diesel Retrofit and Replacement



FRAMING QUESTIONSFRAMING QUESTIONS

•• How does the region make progress amongst How does the region make progress amongst 
all of the rapidly proliferating energy, climate, all of the rapidly proliferating energy, climate, 
and sustainability plans?and sustainability plans?

•• Can we work together now on real projects Can we work together now on real projects 
that lead to real results plus enhance our that lead to real results plus enhance our 
parallel organizational efforts?parallel organizational efforts?

•• What are the benefits that specific projects What are the benefits that specific projects 
could offer to potential partners that may not could offer to potential partners that may not 
have been involved to date?have been involved to date?


